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Abstract: Many social programs have a hard time making sure the right people receive the enough financial aid. It’s tricky when 
a program focuses on the poorest segment of the population. This segment of population can’t provide the necessary income and 
expense records to prove that they qualify to receive any financial aid under particular Govt. scheme. In this paper we predict 
someone’s “Income Level” using the “Random Forest Classifier” based on the various attributes or features.   
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I. INTRODUCTION 
In Latin America, a popular method called Proxy Means Test (PMT) uses an algorithm to verify income qualification. With PMT, 
agencies use a model that considers a family’s observable household attributes like the material of their walls and ceiling or the 
assets found in their homes to classify them and predict their level of need or income. While this method is an improvement, 
accuracy remains a problem as the region’s population grows and poverty declines. So, in this paper we proposed a system using 
“Random Forest Classifier” that can predict the “Income Level” of a particular family based on various household attributes of that 
family. But before inference of the “Income Level” we process our training and testing data. In this processing we are going to 
perform “Exploratory Data Analysis” in which we perform “Feature Engineering” which include the dealing with missing values 
that present in the training as well as in testing dataset. Then we perform “correlation analysis” between different feature columns 
and based on that select only particular columns that affects most in the task of prediction. Then we perform some “Data Cleaning” 
operations to get rid of “Categorical Columns” and lastly build our inference model.   

II. EXPLORATORY DATA ANALYSIS 
Here, first we load our dataset from our local directory and converts it into panda’s dataframe format. After loading and conversion 
into dataframe format our data looks like below: 

 
Fig. 1. A High-level view of the training dataset 

We are viewing first 7 records of the dataset using “income_train_df.head(7)” method and the information of the whole dataset 
using “income_train_df.info()” method. And by analysing the information about the dataset we can state that there are 9557 data 
records with 143 feature columns present in the dataset.  
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A. Treatment for Missing Values 
We can check the presence of “missing values” in a particular column by calling “isnull()” command on that particular column like 
“income_train_df['v2a1'].isnull().sum()” whose output is: 6860. We can see that this column has huge number of missing values 
(around 6860). Ideally we drop column in this situation. But will decide whether to drop it or not based on its correlation with output 
variable.  
We generally use “heat-maps” to see correlation of a particular variable with other. In our case we check the correlation of every 
feature column with “Target” variable to see how much that feature column useful during inference. This can be perform like 
following:   
sns.heatmap(income_train_df[['v2a1','Target']].corr(),annot=True) 
plt.show() 

 
Fig. 2. Correlation Analysis with Heat-maps 

 
By observing the above plot we can see that the correlation of feature column “v2a1” with output or “Target” variable is Positive 
but not much strong (0.27 in this case). In this case we use “Imputer class” to treat the missing values. So we going to impute values 
based on the number of rooms in the house. As column v2a1 is specifying monthly rent payment and by intuition we know that rent 
payment is depend on size of the house and size of the house is based on number of rooms. After performing imputation and other 
operations we check again the count of missing values in that column using the same command:  
income_train_df['v2a1'].isnull().sum() 
And this time we get the count: 2697which is fairly low compared to previous.  
Like-wise we perform this treatment for all the feature columns in the dataset to get rid of missing values.  

B. Treatment for Categorical Columns 
Here we convert categorical columns into numerical format and for that purpose we use numpy’s “where” method. This can be 
implemented as below: 
Here we are showing this conversion only for one categorical column named “dependency”:  
income_train_df['dependency'] = np.where(income_train_df['dependency']=='yes',1,income_train_df['dependency']) 
income_train_df['dependency'] = np.where(income_train_df['dependency']=='no',0,income_train_df['dependency']) 
In the above code we replace text “yes” with value “1” and “no” with value “0” and this conversion is performed in place.  
Likewise we treat all the categorical columns in our training dataset and view the information about the dataset again: 

 
Fig. 3. Dataset information after columns treatment 

By comparing the first view of the information about the dataset and the current view we can clealry state that there are now only 2 
types of datatypes present in the dataset which are float64 with 11 columns and int64 with 130 columns. 
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C. Separate feature and Target Column 
For building the inference model we need to separate features from the Target column. And this can be done like following: 
Separate feature columns and store it in variable X: 
X = income_train_df.iloc[:,:140].values……………..All the rows and columns upto 140(not including) 
Separate Target column and store it in variable y: 
y = income_train_df.iloc[:,140].values………………All the rows and only column 140 

D. Visulization of  Target Column: 
As we know, after separating Target column from other feature columns and store it in variable “y” which is by default numpy       
array and we can visuliza this like following: 
y[:90]  ---We are viewing first 90 record’s response: 

 
Fig. 4. Target Column 

III. MODEL BUILDING 
We perform this task using 2 approaches which include: 
1) Building model without Dimensionality Reduction of the dataset. 
2) Building model with Dimensionality Reduction dataset. 
Here we deal with “Dimensionality Reduction” task using Principal Component Analysis. But for the first approach we don’t go 
with Dimensionality Reduction task.  

A. Building Model Without Dimensionality Reduction of the Dataset 
1) Split the Dataset: We split the training data into 70% and 30% ratio. This means 70% of the whole dataset use for training 

purpose and rest    30% use for testing purpose. And here we set “random_state=22” to select the same samples again & again.  
X_train,X_test,y_train,y_test = train_test_split(X_train_norm,y,test_size=.3,random_state=22) 

After splitting the data, we are viewing the shape of the each respectively: 

 
Fig. 5 Shape of the Training and Testing dataset 

2) Classifier Instance Creation:  Then the next step is the creation of an instance of the “Random Forest” classifier: 
random_forrest_gini = RandomForestClassifier() 
random_forrest_gini 

 
Fig. 6 Parameters of the Random Forest Classifier 

3) Fit the Dataset: Fit the data into the model to make inferences: random_forrest_gini.fit(X_train,y_train) 
4) Make the predictions:    y_predict = random_forrest_gini.predict(X_test) 
5) Check Prediction Accuracy: We can check model’s prediction accuracy using different accuracy matrices: 
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a) Accuracy Score 
accuracy_with_gini = accuracy_score(y_test,y_predict) 
print("Accuracy with criterian gini:",accuracy_with_gini) 
0.8907885554780182 
We can see that our model accuracy is : 0.8907885554780182 
b) Classification Report 
print(classification_report(y_test,y_predict)) 

 
Fig. 7. Model Classification Report 

We can test our model for accuracy by changing different its parameters. In our case, we can change parameter “criterian” from 
“gini” to “entropy” and observe the model accuracy. 

B. Building Model with Dimensionality Reduction Dataset 
For this purpose we use “Principal Component Analysis”. This process include importing PCA module from sklearn then creation of 
an instance and fitting the original dataframe. After performing all these above steps we need to split the data into feature and target 
column like previous and after   separating the data we feed it to the model. After building the model we check again its accuracy 
and this time we get: 
Accuracy using PCA (gini): 0.7271458478715981 
Accuracy using PCA (entropy): 0.7274947662247034 
Which is low compared to the previous version of the model.  

IV. CONCLUSIONS 
Here we used “Random Forest” classifier to predict “Income Level” based on various attributes. We tested our Random Forest 
model on two types of datasets which are without dimensionality reduced and dimensionality reduced respectively. Again we 
observed different accuracy matrices by tuning parameters of the model which are “gini” and “entropy” respectively. We observed 
that we got higher accuracy on the dataset which is not dimensionality reduced than the dataset which is dimensionality reduced. 
Still there needs a room for improvement as higher accuracy not always means our model is perfectly accurate. We can perform 
more operations on the training dataset, tweak the parameters and check accuracy of the model again to make it production ready.    
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